Save time and money with handheld apps from Master Terminal™

The on-demand economy is shaping today's society. As consumer demands change, there is an ever-increasing need for real-time information and fulfillment. For terminal operators, this means operating as efficiently as possible and optimizing turnaround times.

A suite of web-based handheld mobile apps for Jade Logistics’ terminal operating system (TOS), Master Terminal, allows you to make informed business decisions with accurate up-to-the-minute information, provide real-time monitoring and reporting, and ultimately offer better customer service.

**Comprehensive handheld apps suite**

The handheld apps suite for Master Terminal includes applications in the following categories:

- Cargo applications
- Pack/Unpack
- Rail
- Reefers
- Moving cargo
- Delays

**Master Terminal’s handheld apps benefits:**

- The web-based mobile apps ensure a more affordable and flexible option as they can run on any modern tablet or smartphone with a supported web browser
- A modern and intuitive user interface ensures fast learning times
- Easy to update and maintain with no need to upgrade software on mobile devices
- Produce accurate, real-time KPIs by recording events as they happen
From the ship to the gate
Featuring intuitive user interfaces developed with rigorous user testing, the suite of apps span your operations from splitting and merging cargo through to interterminal transfers.

Real-time Key Performance Indicator (KPI) monitoring
By recording events as they happen on your terminal you are able to produce accurate real-time KPIs such as truck turnaround times and vessel discharge times.

Permissions and workflows
Create user accounts and grant permissions to ensure that a user can only see and access apps relevant to them.

For ease of use, the “Cargo Apps” app allows users to access multiple applications to manage or update cargo details from one screen, including performing seal checks and recording damage.

The apps have built-in workflows to ensure required information is captured before a job can be marked as completed.

Cost effective
Traditionally, TOS systems have required bulky proprietary handheld devices that can add considerable expense.

Our suite of web-based mobile apps ensure a more affordable and flexible option. Access to Master Terminal is available through a browser on mobile devices with wide commercial availability, such as iPads or Android-based tablets.

Automatic updates
Once you have access to the handheld apps, each subsequent Master Terminal release will provide any updates. Once an update is completed on your server, your apps will automatically be updated. You will not need to perform any other software updates.

Hardware requirements
The handheld apps are designed to run on any modern tablet or smartphone. The requirements for devices are:
  - Microsoft® Windows® 7 or later (8.0 or later preferred), Mac OS 9.0 or later, or Android 6.0 or later
  - The latest version of Google Chrome, Firefox, or Microsoft® Edge web browsers.
  - TCP/IP connectivity over Wi-Fi or cellular networks
  - A screen size of at least seven inches (recommended but not required).

To read more about using mobile applications with Master Terminal, visit: jadelogistics.com

About Master Terminal from Jade Logistics Group
Designed to handle all cargo types in one integrated system, Master Terminal is the world’s leading terminal operating system (TOS) for mixed cargo ports.

Master Terminal is licensed at over 120 terminals worldwide, from vehicle terminals in Italy to steel terminals in North America.

Implementation is the key to success, and our implementation record is second to none in the industry. Our proven and robust methodology, partnership approach, thorough training and unrivaled implementation timeframes deliver tangible results fast.

Jade Logistics has been designing, building, and supporting innovative logistics software since 1993. Our experienced people understand the global logistics industry and are the foundation on which we build long-term relationships with our customers.

We have offices in New Zealand, Australia, USA, the Netherlands, the United Arab Emirates, and Indonesia.

For more information, visit us at jadelogistics.com